
Windsor Academy Trust Art Overview 2020/21

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6

Key skills Colour
Texture
Shape

Tone
Sculpture/form/sp
ace
Line

Colour/tone
Pattern
Tone

Shape/line
Pattern/colour/ton
e/texture
Artist focus-
line/proportion/sp
ace

shape/form/sculpt
ure
Line/architecture
Colour/tone

Line/proportion/pe
rspective/space
Line/tone/texture/c
lay work
Colour/colour
theory, shape

Artists covered
over the year

Picasso
Max Ernst
Mondrian/Kandins
ky

Michelle
Reader/Jill
Townsley/Brendan
Jamison
Monet
Van Gogh

Edwin
Butler-Bayliss
Andre Derain
William Morris
Georgia O’Keeffe
Ian Scott Massey

Prehistoric art
Levon Biss
Leonardo de Vinci
Michelangelo

Phidias/Giacomett
i/Henry
Moore/Anthony
Gormley
Gaudi
Ian Murphy
Friedensreich
Hundertwasser

Albrecht Durer
South American
artist- self-chosen
Banksy
Louise Young

Theme 1
HD1

What changes
occur through
generations?

Final outcome:
Painting
self-portraits/portrait
s

Colour- primary
colours/ colour
mixing- secondary
colours/ light and
dark colours

Will we ever visit
Mars?

Final outcome:
Sketching/ shading
the moon

Oil/chalk pastel
pictures of
planets/mars

Tone-
Experiment
pressing
harder/softer to

Would you prefer
to live in
Halesowen during
the 19th Century
or now?

Final outcome:
Paint a Black
Country scene

Colour/tone
Recap primary and
secondary colours,
experiment with

Was the period
between the Stone
Age and the Iron
Age a good time
to live?

Final outcome:
Create own
paintings using
natural paint

shape/form/line-
cave paintings-
linked to stone

What influence did
the Ancient
Greeks have on
modern society?

Final outcome:
Create a sculpture
in the style of one
of the artists
studied.
shape/form/sculpt
ure
Phidias- statue of
Zeus (one of

What can we learn
about Ancient
Egypt from what
has survived?

Final outcome:
Create pictures to
show
perspective/proporti
on.

Line/proportion/pe
rspective
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Picasso- abstract
self-portraits

https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/clips/zw
yr87h

create darker/lighter
tones- dark,
medium, light
shading.
Different sketching
pencils- thicker,
thinner lines

Adding tone using
colour- use

colours, dark dull
colours, colour
theory/feelings.
Recreate using
fingers/sponges

Edwin Butler
Bayliss

Compare to Andre
Derain

Age/prehistoric art,
create own paint-
using mud, berries,
spices, chalk,
charcoal.
Focus on simple
lines and shapes

seven wonders of
world)

Parthenos (statue
of greek god
Athena (made of
silver, ivory and
gold)

Compare to modern
sculpture-

Giacometti-
recreate using foil

Proportion (sizing)
a sunset scene of
the pyramids.

Perspective- 3D
pyramid scene

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zwyr87h
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zwyr87h
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zwyr87h
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pastels/paint-
adding light and
dark colours

to create standing
figure

Henry Moore-
recreate in papier
machier
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Anthony Gormley-
recreate in wire
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Theme 2
Aspire

School
dependent- not
yet planned

Theme 3
MM

School dependent

Big question?

Final outcome:
Textured whole
class picture of
story
scene/individual
animal texture
pictures.

Texture-
explore different
textures/feely bag

Big question?

Final outcome:
A standing structure
of an element from
the story- giant’s
castle/beanstalk/Ja
ck’s house.

Sculpture/form-
explore different
modern sculpture
techniques.

Big question?

Final outcome:
A new wall paper
design in the style
of William Morris.

Pattern- revisit
Victorian history.

Explore
repeating/rotating/r
eflecting patterns.

Big question?

Final outcome:
A drawing of a
real/fantasy
creature.

Pattern/colour/ton
e/texture-
Explore patterns in
nature and look to
recreate them.

Big question?

Final outcome:
A sketch of a
building/feature of a
building.

Line/architecture

Architecture-
explore/compare
features on
buildings. Sketch

Big question?

Final outcome:
A drawing/clay
model of a dragon
eye.

Line/tone/texture/c
lay work

Explore different
lines to show
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and describe, add
textures to paint,
frottage/rubbings

Max Ernst-

Chn recreate
animals/characters
from story using
frottage-

Michelle Reader-
uses recycled
materials

Explore ways of
joining materials
together.

Jill Townsley- uses
plastic spoons and
rubber bands

William Morris

Chn to create
collagraphs and
explore printing to
create a pattern.
Chn to design new
wallpaper style.

Chn to investigate
tone/shading using
pencils/ pencil
crayons and how to
blend colours.

Levon Biss

http://www.artyfa
ctory.com/repeat
-patterns/repeat-
patterns-1.html

features/teach
sketching
techniques- recap
tone/shading- Link
to HP castle? Trip
to local
area/church?

Gaudi

Ian Murphy
www.Ianmurphy
artist.com
Great website which
shows architecture

texture, recap
tone/hatching.

Albrecht Durer
Uses different lines
and hatching
techniques show
texture to create
fine pen drawings.

Sketch a dragon
feature using
different lines and
hatching.

http://www.artyfactory.com/repeat-patterns/repeat-patterns-1.html
http://www.artyfactory.com/repeat-patterns/repeat-patterns-1.html
http://www.artyfactory.com/repeat-patterns/repeat-patterns-1.html
http://www.artyfactory.com/repeat-patterns/repeat-patterns-1.html
http://www.ianmurphyartist.com
http://www.ianmurphyartist.com
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Brendan Jamison-
builds sculptures
using sugar cubes

Collagraphs Levon Biss
https://www.levon
biss.com

in sketch/paint/print
etc..

Link to R.E- indian
temples? churches?

Friedensreich
Hundertwasser

Add colour,
tone/shading

Transfer
sketch/picture into
clay work. Look at
joining clay
techniques- score
and slip. Use
tools to carve into
clay to give
texture.

Theme 4
WWW

Big question?
My local area

Big question? Big question? Big question?
Italy V Iceland

Big question?
Natural Disasters

Big question?
Rainforests

https://www.levonbiss.com
https://www.levonbiss.com
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Final outcome:
A shape display in
the style of
Kandinsky/Mondria
n.
Explore a range of
media-
collage/scissors
skills/digital
art/batik-white wax
with paint wash

Shape- Look at
shapes in the local
area linked to
maths- road signs,
doorways, clocks
etc...

Mondrian/Kandins
ky- revisit prior
learning- colour
mixing.

UK-
physical/human
features

Final outcome:
Recreate painting in
the style of Monet
or Van Gogh

Line
Explore different
lines and how they
are used for
different effects.
Straight line,
zigzag, curved,
swirls etc..

Buildings are
usually drawn with
straight lines
whereas natural
lines are curved.
Explore why- nature
vs. man made.

Monet

River/mountains-
Wales

Final outcome:
A mountain or river
picture showing
tone.

Tone
Explore tone in
colour by mixing
colours.
Link to Wales/
rivers/mountains.

Final outcome:
A self-portrait

Artist/Line/
proportion

Two famous italian
artists- Leonardo
de Vinci vs.
Michelangelo

Compare their work
and discuss
similarities and
differences linked to
the art skills/artists
life/how the art was
produced etc..

.

Leonardi de Vinci-
Mona Lisa

Final outcome:
A painting/drawing/
to depict a natural
disaster.

Colour/tone
Recap the colour
wheel-primary and
secondary colours.
Introduce
warm/cold/complem
entary(opposite on
colour
wheel)/harmonious
colours(next to
each other on
colour wheel)

Introduce
hue/tint/tone/shade
(similar meaning)-
explore the use of
colour to give
meaning

Final outcome:
A street art piece in
the style of a
chosen artist.

Colour/colour
theory, shape

Explore different
South American
street artists-
https://www.widewa
lls.ch/magazine/10-
south-american-urb
an-artists/alex-senn
a (be aware some
inappropriate
images)
Focus on colour,
why have they
chosen these
colours?
Colour theory- The
knowledge of color
theory helps us to
express our feelings i
artwork. The language of
colour has even entered
our vocabulary to help
us describe our
emotions. You can be
‘red’ with rage or ‘green’
with envy. We often
speak of bright cheerful
colours as well as sad or
dull ones. A ‘grey’ day

https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/10-south-american-urban-artists/alex-senna
https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/10-south-american-urban-artists/alex-senna
https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/10-south-american-urban-artists/alex-senna
https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/10-south-american-urban-artists/alex-senna
https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/10-south-american-urban-artists/alex-senna
http://www.artyfactory.com/color_theory/color_theory.htm
http://www.artyfactory.com/color_theory/color_theory.htm
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Van Gogh

Georgia O’Keeffe

Georgia O'Keeffe's
'Black Mesa
Landscape, New
Mexico'
Ian Scott Massey

Michelangelo-

Michelangelo also
produced many
sculptures

Recap blending
colours

may be depressing and
result in a feeling of the
‘blues’.

Social/cultural
discussions
surrounding street
art/graffiti-
opinions/law/often
depict social issues

Compare to popular
UK street artist-
Banksy
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https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/clips/z9n
34wx

Portraits, line,
sketching,
proportion-

Hokusai- The great
wave

https://www.tes.com
/teaching-resource/
art-lesson-plan-the-
great-wave-hokusai
-ks2-12308346

William Turner

Mount Vesuvius
erupting

Positive and
negative space.
When drawing
shapes, you must
consider the size
and position as well
as the shape of the
area around it. The
shapes created in
the spaces between
shapes are referred
to as negative
space.
http://banksy.co.uk

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z9n34wx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z9n34wx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z9n34wx
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/art-lesson-plan-the-great-wave-hokusai-ks2-12308346
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/art-lesson-plan-the-great-wave-hokusai-ks2-12308346
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/art-lesson-plan-the-great-wave-hokusai-ks2-12308346
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/art-lesson-plan-the-great-wave-hokusai-ks2-12308346
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/art-lesson-plan-the-great-wave-hokusai-ks2-12308346
http://banksy.co.uk
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Theme 5
HD 2

Not planned yet

Great Fire of
London

Titanic Tudors Vikings Romans

Create own
pottery/mosaics-
roman mosaics

Mayans

Theme 6
Global/Cultural

Not planned yet

Other important
content:

Printing-
calendars? cards?

Luli Sanchez

Clay work-pinch
bowl/sausage
bow/leaf bowl
l

Clay work- tiles

Portraiture-
calendars?
Nikos Gyftakis

Fabric/textile
work- Batik-
calendars?

Produce a BATIK
http://www.bati
kguild.org.uk/bat
ik/what-is-batik

Explaining Batik
To pupils.
http://mocomi.c
om/batik/

Photography-
Could this be part
of Computing?
Digital art?
Comics/computer
graphics/design?

Patterns - Link to
R.E? Create a
mosaic

Using different
colour, tone, hues -
work as a class or
group work.

1 point
Perspective-
https://www.tes.com
/teaching-resource/
perspective-609638
2 A good free
resource for
drawing 1 point
perspective street
views.
Draw a picture of a
street/river

http://www.batikguild.org.uk/batik/what-is-batik
http://www.batikguild.org.uk/batik/what-is-batik
http://www.batikguild.org.uk/batik/what-is-batik
http://mocomi.com/batik/
http://mocomi.com/batik/
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/perspective-6096382
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/perspective-6096382
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/perspective-6096382
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/perspective-6096382
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John Clang -
collage faces.

David Hockney -
photo montages

Indian patterns

Still life
sketching-
Start with line
drawings then
build up, using
different media.
Natural Objects
Observation skills
Eg shell
drawings.. Pencil,
biro

coloured pencil,
watercolour, paint,
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Batik? Fabric work?
Press print,
collage and
collograph.
Produce textured
backgrounds.

Louise Young
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Photocopy natural
objects for
students to draw
from.


